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Abstract

The early stages of speciation are often characterized by the formation of partially

reproductively isolated ecotypes, which evolve as a by-product of divergent selective

forces that are endemic to different habitats. Identifying the genomic regions, genes

and ultimately functional polymorphisms that are involved in the processes of ecotype

formation is inherently challenging, as there are likely to be many different loci

involved in the process. To localize candidate regions of the genome contributing to

ecotype formation, we conducted whole-genome pooled sequencing (pool-seq) with 47

coastal perennial and 50 inland annual populations of the yellow monkeyflower,

Mimulus guttatus. Coastal perennial and inland annual ecotypes of M. guttatus have

previously been shown to be ecologically reproductively isolated and highly locally

adapted to their respective habitats. Our pool-seq results found allelic differentiation

between the ecotypes for two chromosomal inversions, suggesting that frequencies of

inversion heterokaryotypes are strongly differentiated between the ecotypes. Further,

there were elevated levels of nonsynonymous change across chromosomal inversions.

Across the genome, we identified multiple strong candidate genes potentially driving

the morphological, life history and salt tolerance differences between the ecotypes.

Several candidate genes coincide with previously identified quantitative trait locus

regions and also show a signature of recent natural selection. Overall, the results of

our study add to growing support for a major role of chromosomal inversions in adapta-

tion and speciation and provide new insights into the genetic mechanisms underlying

classic plant ecotype adaptations to wet and dry habitats.
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Introduction

The formation of new species occurs as a continuum

over time as reproductive isolating barriers accumulate

due to fundamental population genetic processes: muta-

tion, selection and genetic drift (Coyne & Orr 2004;

Lowry et al. 2008a; Sobel & Chen 2014). Both theoretical

and empirical studies have established that ecological

natural selection plays a key role in the origin of new

species, especially for the early stages of the process

(Rundle & Nosil 2005; Schluter 2009; Sobel et al. 2010).

These early stages are often characterized by the forma-

tion of partially reproductively isolated ecotypes, which

form as a by-product of divergent selective forces that

are endemic to different habitats (Clausen 1951; Hendry

et al. 2002; Lowry 2012; Nosil 2012; Lamichhaney et al.

2015). While ecotype formation and ecological
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reproductive isolation are very important for speciation,

we have a very limited understanding of the genetic

mechanisms by which ecotypes evolve. The process of

ecotype formation is by its nature complex because

there are many different environmental factors that

impose natural selection on organisms among habitats

(Nosil et al. 2009; Schluter 2009). That set of selective

pressures in turn leads to a complex array of pheno-

typic changes, which can involve many different loci

across the genome (Coop et al. 2009; Pritchard et al.

2010; Rockman 2012; Gompert et al. 2013). Thus, the for-

mation of ecotypes is expected to involve changes in

allele frequencies at multiple loci that underlie multiple

different adaptations. Those adaptations in turn can

lead directly or indirectly to reproductive isolating bar-

riers (Coyne & Orr 2004; Schluter 2009; Nosil 2012).

Identifying the genomic regions, genes and ultimately

SNPs that are involved in the processes of ecotype for-

mation is inherently challenging, as there are likely to

be many different loci involved in the process. Quanti-

tative trait locus (QTL) mapping is effective for identify-

ing regions of the genome that are involved in adaptive

trait divergence between ecotypes (Colosimo et al. 2005;

McKay et al. 2008; Lowry & Willis 2010; Savolainen

et al. 2013). However, going from QTL to underlying

gene for traits with complex genetic architectures is an

arduous process often involving years or even a decade

of fine mapping (Frary et al. 2000; Des Marais et al.

2014; Sweigart & Flagel 2015). Further, QTL identified

in a single cross are often not representative of the

causes of divergence between ecotypes. Population

genomic analyses can help to speed up the process of

understanding the underlying genetic mechanisms by

which ecotypes evolve because they take advantage of

numerous genetic recombination events that have

occurred in natural populations (Korte & Farlow 2013;

Lu et al. 2013; Rellstab et al. 2015). To be effective, these

studies require whole-genome sequencing of many indi-

vidual lines (Tiffin & Ross-Ibarra 2014), which can be

cost-prohibitive for modern laboratories running on a

tight budget.

Whole-genome pooled sequencing (pool-seq) of pop-

ulations is an economical population genomic alterna-

tive for identifying polymorphisms associated with

adaptive divergence (Schl€otterer et al. 2014). While not

ideal for estimating population genetic parameters of a

single population (Lynch et al. 2014), pool-seq has pro-

ven to be a very effective way to identify loci with high

allelic divergence between populations (Turner et al.

2010; Magwene et al. 2011; Cheng et al. 2012; Fabian

et al. 2012; Kofler et al. 2012; Raineri et al. 2012; Flagel

et al. 2014a,b; Kapun et al. 2016). Pool-seq, like any

allele frequency outlier analysis, may have low power

to identify outliers if population structure is high

between the pools being evaluated (Lotterhos & Whit-

lock 2014; Tiffin & Ross-Ibarra 2014; Rellstab et al.

2015). Further, it is often hard to tell whether pool-seq

analyses have succeeded, as there are often no a priori

expectations of which genomic regions should be differ-

entiated in allele frequencies between pools. Our study

addresses these two major challenges for pool-seq and

identifies candidate genes for differentiation between a

pair of divergent plant ecotypes.

Soil water availability is one of the most important

factors that drive physiological and developmental dif-

ferences between plant ecotypes (Clausen 1951; Porter

1966; Lowry 2012; Andrew et al. 2013). Coastal and

inland ecotypes of the yellow monkeyflower Mimulus

guttatus represent an excellent model system for study-

ing the genetic basis of divergence between plant eco-

types driven by soil water availability (Hall & Willis

2006; Hall et al. 2006, 2010; Lowry et al. 2008b; Lowry &

Willis 2010; Baker & Diggle 2011; Baker et al. 2012;

Oneal et al. 2014; Twyford & Friedman 2015). Popula-

tions of M. guttatus found in dunes, sea cliffs and

coastal prairies of Oregon and California collectively

comprise a distinct coastal ecotype (Lowry et al. 2008b;

Twyford & Friedman 2015). Previous studies suggest

that populations have spread from southern glacial

refuges towards the north and that the coastal ecotype

is derived from inland populations (Lowry et al. 2008b;

Twyford & Friedman 2015). Coastal ecotype plants are

always perennial and have large leaves, wide stems

and large flowers, produce many prostrate vegetative

branches and are late-flowering (Hall et al. 2006, 2010;

Lowry et al. 2008b). In contrast, inland populations are

often annual, produce small leaves, thin stems and

small flowers, produce mostly upright flowering

branches and flower much earlier than coastal perenni-

als (Hall & Willis 2006; Lowry et al. 2008a,b; Hall et al.

2010; Baker & Diggle 2011; Baker et al. 2012). Using

field experiments, we have shown that inland popula-

tions of M. guttatus have evolved a genetically based,

locally adaptive, early-flowering annual life history as a

mechanism of escape from hot summer drought condi-

tions (Lowry et al. 2008b; Lowry & Willis 2010). Individ-

uals of coastal ecotype maintain a perennial life history,

adapted to year-round soil water availability main-

tained by coastal summer fog and cool temperatures

(Lowry et al. 2008b). In addition, coastal populations of

M. guttatus are more tolerant to salt spray and soil

salinity than inland populations (Lowry et al. 2008b;

Lowry et al. 2009; Selby et al. 2014). Both ecotypes accu-

mulate Na+ in their leaves, but coastal plants have far

less leaf necrosis in soil salinity and salt spray treat-

ments (Selby et al. 2014). Coastal perennial and inland

annual ecotypes are also highly reproductively isolated

as a result of local adaptation to their respective
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environments (Lowry et al. 2008b). Much of that repro-

ductive isolation is due to ecological barriers including

immigrant inviability and asynchrony in flowering time

of the two ecotypes (Lowry et al. 2008b; Lowry & Willis

2010).

The genetic basis of ecotypic differences between

inland annual and coastal perennial populations of

M. guttatus has previously been explored using both

QTL mapping and statistical genetic approaches (Hall

et al. 2006, 2010; Lowry et al. 2009; Holeski et al. 2014;

Twyford & Friedman 2015). Vegetative and reproduc-

tive differences between the ecotypes can be traced to a

small number of QTL regions, many of which have

pleiotropic effects. One of the key adaptive QTL maps

to a chromosomal inversion on chromosome 8. One ori-

entation of the inversion is found in coastal perennials,

while the other orientation is found in inland annuals

(Lowry & Willis 2010). Field reciprocal transplant

experiments demonstrated that the inversion con-

tributes to reproductive isolation between the ecotypes

through immigrant inviability, flowering asynchrony

and extrinsic postzygotic isolation (Lowry & Willis

2010).

Chromosomal inversions have long been thought to

be involved in evolutionary adaptations (Dobzhansky

1970; Kirkpatrick & Barton 2006; Ayala et al. 2014;

Adrion et al. 2015). Inversions strongly suppress genetic

recombination in heterokaryotic individuals (inversion

heterozygotes) either because they directly prevent

crossing-over or because recombinant gametes are

unbalanced (Dobzhansky 1970; Coyne et al. 1993; Riese-

berg 2001). Researchers have thus hypothesized that

inversions could act as adaptation supergenes by hold-

ing together long haplotypes containing multiple adap-

tive polymorphisms through suppressed recombination

(Dobzhansky 1970; Joron et al. 2011; Schwander et al.

2014; Thompson & Jiggins 2014; K€upper et al. 2016;

Lamichhaney et al. 2016). Recently, Twyford & Fried-

man (2015) found that SNPs within the chromosome 8

inversion region in M. guttatus were more divergent

between annual and perennial plants on average than

the rest of the genome. However, that study only sur-

veyed 276 SNPs across the 6.7-Mb inverted region and

so had little resolution to detect patterns of evolution

within the inversion. Further, Holeski et al. (2014) iden-

tified two more inversions, through linkage mapping in

a single cross, on chromosomes 5 and 10, but the extent

to which these two regions contribute to adaptation is

unknown. If chromosomal inversions are involved in

adaptive divergence between the ecotypes, then we

would predict that SNPs unique to a specific orientation

of the inversion are unevenly distributed between the

ecotypes and thus show a pattern of significantly higher

differentiation than the rest of the genome. It should

also be noted that, to some extent, reduced recombina-

tion in rare heterokaryotypic individuals may reduce

diversity in inversions, slightly driving up relative mea-

sures of divergence (Nachman & Payseur 2012).

Here, we use whole-genome pool-seq to identify can-

didate genomic regions, including chromosomal inver-

sions, in adaptation and reproductive isolation. Pool-seq

in plants such as M. guttatus presents major challenges

because of high levels of structure between populations

(mean pairwise FST = 0.46–0.48; Lowry et al. 2008a;

Twyford & Friedman 2015). However, there is much

lower population structure between regional groups,

including comparisons between the coastal perennials

and inland annuals at the ecotype level (FCT = 0.085;

Lowry et al. 2008b). Therefore, we sequenced pools of

individuals at the ecotype level instead of at the popu-

lation level. Overall, we evaluated the following four

questions: (i) What is the genomewide pattern of allelic

differentiation between two geographically widespread

plant ecotypes? (ii) Do chromosomal inversions have

higher levels of differentiation in allele frequencies than

colinear regions of the genome? (iii) What are the pat-

terns of differentiation within those inversions and can

we identify candidate genes for the phenotypic effects

of inversions? (iv) Which genes are most differentiated

in allele frequencies between coastal and inland eco-

types and, thus, candidates for adaptation? Our study

demonstrates the benefits of a new approach for pool-

seq, focusing on the ecotype level, and in the process

provides valuable new insights into the evolution of

adaptation and speciation.

Methods

Plant material and pooled ecotype sequencing

To understand patterns of genomewide divergence

between coastal perennial and inland annual ecotypes

of Mimulus guttatus, we created two ecotype pools for

whole-genome sequencing. From the seed stocks avail-

able to us at the time of the study, we were able to suc-

cessfully germinate seeds from 47 coastal perennial and

50 inland annual populations (Fig. 1; Table S1, Support-

ing information). All plants were grown in a Biocham-

bers (Winnipeg, MB, Canada) FXC-19 flex growth

chamber at Michigan State University. To minimize the

influence of any particular population on final ecotype

pools, we allowed at most three individuals per popula-

tion to be included in each ecotype pool. Our final

pools consisted of 101 coastal perennial accessions com-

bined into the coastal pool and 92 inland annual acces-

sions combined into the inland pool (Table S1,

Supporting information). While obligate perennial pop-

ulations of M. guttatus do occur in inland habitat

© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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(Twyford & Friedman 2015), we only selected plants

with morphologies consistent with an annual life his-

tory for the inland pool. Floral bud tissue was collected

from all individuals and frozen in a �80 °C freezer. Tis-

sue samples for each pool were equalized across all

individuals by only combining buds of similar size and

developmental stage. The combined tissue for each pool

was ground to a fine powder with liquid nitrogen using

a mortar and pestle. Genomic DNA was extracted from

homogenized powdered tissue using a Qiagen DNeasy

Plant Mini Kit (Hilden, Germany). The Michigan State

University Research Technology Support Facility pre-

pared TruSeq Illumina (San Diego, CA, USA) libraries

from extracted genomic DNA. The coastal and inland

pools were then barcoded and subsequently combined

together into one final pool. We conducted 2 9 250 bp

paired-end sequencing on the final combined pool split

across two v2 Rapid lanes on the Illumina High-Seq

2500 platform.

Read processing, alignment and variant calling

Sequencing produced approximately 125.9 and 109.6

million raw read pairs for the coastal and inland pools,

respectively. We summarized raw read attributes using

FastQC (Andrews et al. 2014) and then used Cutadapt

(Martin 2011) to trim and filter reads for quality. For-

ward and reverse reads were quality-trimmed at a score

threshold of 20, maximum proportion of Ns 50% and

minimum length of 50 bp. We aligned filtered reads

with BWA v0.7.12 (Li & Durbin 2009) to the Mimulus

guttatus version 2.0 genome (PHYTOZOME v10.3;

http://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov), retaining only uniquely

mapped reads. We removed optical and PCR duplicates

using PICARDTOOLS v1.113 (http://broadinstitute.github.

io/picard/). The final alignments retained 57.8% and

56.7% of raw reads from the coastal and inland

sequencing pools, respectively. For subsequent analyses

and SNP calling, all unpaired reads were removed with

SAMTOOLS v1.2 (Li et al. 2009).

A pileup file was created using SAMTOOLS, and SNPs

were called using the program SNAPE v201303 (Raineri

et al. 2012). SNAPE uses a Bayesian approach to calcu-

late the posterior probability that a SNP is segregating

in the sequence pool and calculates an expected alter-

nate allele frequency for each base in the genome. We

used an informative prior on the allele frequency spec-

trum. Prior values for theta and divergence were both

set to 0.05 according to estimates generated by Brand-

vain et al. (2014).

Population genetic analyses

We used allele frequencies generated by SNAPE to cal-

culate windowed population genetic summary statistics

across the genome. We defined ‘called bases’ as having

a probability of the presence of a SNP ≥ 95% (SNP

sites) or ≤5% (invariant reference sites). Sites with prob-

abilities between these values were treated as missing

data. We also excluded bases with less than 509 cover-

age in either sequencing pool. We split the genome into

nonoverlapping windows of 1000 called bases each.

Window size was chosen based on estimates of linkage

disequilibrium (LD) from previous studies which show

that LD falls to background levels at about 1 kb

(Brandvain et al. 2014). To avoid using SNPs intro-

duced due to inaccurate mapping in repetitive parts of

the genome, we excluded windows with average depth

of coverage greater than two standard deviations from

Fig. 1 The locations of coastal (blue) and inland (orange) popu-

lations. Inset: a coastal (left) and an inland (right) plant of

similar age. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.

com]
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the mean of all windows (mean depth = 262.2,

SD = 147.0).

For each genomic window, we calculated three statis-

tics: FST, G and the ratio of inland annual (IA) to coastal

perennial (CP) nucleotide diversity (pIA/pCP). Each

statistic was calculated on a per-site basis and averaged

across each window. Outlier windows with high allelic

differentiation (G, FST) between coastal and inland pop-

ulation pools can indicate genomic regions that are

involved in local adaptation. We calculated FST (Wright

1951) based on expected heterozygosity within and

across pools with a lower bound of zero. The results of

FST analyses are shown in Supplemental Fig. 1 but not

discussed at length in the text, as FST does not control

for differences in sequencing coverage across the gen-

ome and other biases with pooled data. G is a measure

of differentiation traditionally used in bulk segregant

analysis that takes into account read count variation

caused by population sampling and variability inherent

in short-read sequencing of pooled samples (Magwene

et al. 2011; Wright et al. 2015). We also calculated geno-

mewide values of absolute divergence, Dxy (Nei & Li

1979), between the ecotypes.

Lastly, nucleotide diversity (p) was calculated for

each sequencing pool (Tajima 1989), and the p ratio of

the inland pool to the coastal pool was calculated for

each window. Population genetic analyses were con-

ducted using R (v3.0.2) and custom PYTHON (v2.7.2)

scripts. Scripts used for population genomic analyses

can be found at https://bitbucket.org/billiegould/

bioinfo-tools.

The v2.0 Mimulus genome is a pseudomolecule

assembly constructed from scaffolds from the v1.1

assembly using linkage from a recombinant inbred line

mapping population (Hellsten et al. 2013; phyto-

zome.org). Many of the scaffolds that make up chromo-

some pseudomolecules are likely to be incorrectly

ordered, especially in the vicinity of chromosomal rear-

rangements (Hellsten et al. 2013; Holeski et al. 2014).

When examining windows in putatively inverted

regions of the genome, we included v1.1 scaffolds that

are inferred to be in inverted regions from a previous

linkage map study (Holeski et al. 2014), even though

some of them may not be continuously ordered in the

v2.0 genome assembly. For the inversion on chromo-

some 5, we included v1.1 scaffolds 36, 281, 149, 158,

170, 197, 266, 288, 327 and 368. For the inversion on

chromosome 8, we included v1.1 scaffolds 11, 59, 76,

155 233, 604 and 1093. For the inversion on chromo-

some 10, we included v1.1 scaffolds 4, 48, 90, 206, 210,

223 and 445.

For the G-statistic, we isolated the top 1% of geno-

mic windows and looked to see which genes and pro-

moter regions overlapped those windows. For the p

ratio statistic (pIA/pCP), we examined both the top and

bottom 1% of windows which are potentially indicative

of selective sweeps in the coastal and inland popula-

tions, respectively. Putative promoters were defined as

the region 1000 bp upstream of each gene’s transcrip-

tional start site. Transcribed regions and promoters

overlapping the G outlier windows were considered

candidate genes for adaptive ecotypic differentiation.

Mimulus candidate gene annotations were downloaded

from Phytozome. We also found the best Arabidopsis

thaliana protein match for each candidate gene (E-value

cut-off of 10�3) using stand-alone BLAST (blastp).

Functional term enrichments for Arabidopsis matches to

the candidate gene lists were conducted against the set

of top matches to all genes in the Mimulus genome

using the R BIOCONDUCTOR package topGO. We used Bio-

conductor database ‘org.At.tair.db’ and the algorithm

‘classic’ (statistic = ‘fisher’) (Alexa & Rahnenfuhrer

2016). GO term significance values were corrected for

false discovery rate using the Benjamini and Hochberg

method. We annotated SNPs genomewide using SnpEff

(Cingolani et al. 2012) and the current genome annota-

tion available at Phytozome. Finally, we calculated

Tajima’s D statistic (Tajima 1989) for each gene in the

genome. Genes with greater than 50% missing data

were excluded.

Results

Overall patterns of ecotype divergence

Between two sequencing pools of 47 coastal perennial

(CP) and 50 inland annual (IA) populations, we iden-

tified 29 693 578 SNPs, which is consistent with the

results of previous studies that show Mimulus gutta-

tus has extremely high, genomewide nucleotide

diversity (Hellsten et al. 2013; Brandvain et al. 2014).

Interestingly, only four SNPs were completely fixed

between coastal and inland sequencing pools (two

were in the chromosome 8 inversion region, and only

one was in a gene region, within an intron of

Migut.H00680). Nucleotide diversity was higher in

inland populations than in coastal populations

(Fig. 2), and in general, coding regions were less

diverse (CP p = 0.039; IA p = 0.046) than noncoding

regions (CP p = 0.056; IA p = 0.065). Values for the

absolute divergence (Dxy) between the ecotypes were

approximately equivalent to the values of p, which

suggests a high level of shared ancestral polymor-

phism between the ecotypes (Cruickshank & Hahn

2014). Given that absolute divergence between the

ecotypes was not appreciably greater than within-eco-

type diversity, we only present plots of Dxy values

across the genome in Fig. S5 (Supporting
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information) and do not discus results further in the

text. Allelic differentiation, G, was slightly higher in

noncoding regions than in coding regions (3.15 vs.

2.42). Genewise Tajima’s D was on average signifi-

cantly lower (t-test, P < 0.0001) in the inland popula-

tions (average D = 0.46) than in the coastal

populations (average D = 0.78), possibly indicating

more recent population bottlenecks or higher popula-

tion structure between inland groups.

Patterns of divergence for chromosomal inversions

All three chromosomal inversion regions of the genome

identified in previous QTL analyses were more differen-

tiated between ecotypes than the rest of the genome

(Figs 3 and 4). While heterokaryotypes of the inversion

on chromosome 8 are known to be widespread and to

be at very different frequencies in coastal vs. inland

populations, the geographic distribution of inversion

heterokaryotypes for the chromosome 5 and 10 inver-

sions are unknown. If alternative heterokaryotypes of

an inversion were involved in adaptive divergence

between coastal perennial and inland annual ecotypes,

then we would expect elevated values for G in the

region. We found that the average G-statistic across the

inversion on chromosome 8 was 3.03, significantly

higher than for the rest of genome (G = 1.66,

d.f. = 2892.2, P < 0.0001). The average G across the

inversion on chromosome 5 was also significantly ele-

vated (G = 3.01 vs. 1.67, d.f. = 2151.5, P < 0.0001). The

inverted region on chromosome 10 had only marginally

higher G values than the rest of the genome (G = 1.74

vs. 1.70, d.f. = 1973.3, P = 0.03).

Coding regions in all three inversions were enriched

for nonsynonymous SNPs compared with coding regions

across the rest of the genome (all inversions, Fisher’s

exact test, P < 0.0001). Inversion regions on chromo-

somes 5, 8 and 10 contain 2.3%, 3.3% and 2.0% of the cod-

ing bases in the genome, respectively, but contain 2.6%,

4.2% and 7.9% of the nonsynonymous mutations in the

genome, respectively. We expect a subset of the nonsyn-

onymous mutations to be deleterious to protein function.

Despite an overabundance of nonsynonymous SNPs in

all the inverted regions, only the inversion region on

chromosome 10 was also strongly enriched for SNPs pre-

dicted to have deleterious effects (i.e. create premature

stops and starts, disrupt splice junctions) (P < 0.0001).

The inversion on chromosome 8 was only moderately

enriched (P = 0.004), and the inversion on chromosome 5

was not enriched (P = 0.12). This may indicate that non-

synonymous mutations in the chromosome 8 and 5

inversions are less deleterious on average than those

found in inversion 10 and in the rest of the genome.

We also calculated Tajima’s D for genes inside and

outside the inverted regions (Fig. S3, Supporting infor-

mation). Calculated within each ecotype pool, low or

Fig. 2 G, log10 diversity ratio, and read depth values in 1000-bp windows across the genome. Inversion regions are shaded in grey.

The top 1% of windows are above (or below) the red dashed line for each statistic. U, unordered scaffolds. Depth is represented as a

Loess smoothed average with span = 0.1. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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negative values of D may indicate an excess of rare

SNPs within a gene, caused either by recent population

expansion or by recent directional or purifying selec-

tion. Exceptionally low D values co-occurring with high

differentiation or extreme diversity ratio values in the

genome support the role of natural selection in those

regions. D values were somewhat higher than estimates

from previous studies (Flagel et al. 2014a,b; Puzey et al.

2016), which may result from pooling differentiated

populations. While D values were positive on average,

within both ecotypes the average D value for genes in

inversions 5 and 8 (but not 10) was significantly lower

(Wilcoxon tests, P < 0.05) inside the inversion than out-

side, potentially indicating recent selection on one or

more inversion genes.

Lastly, we examined the ratio of nucleotide diversity

in the inland annual ecotype to diversity in the coastal

perennial ecotype (p ratio). Throughout the genome, on

average there was greater nucleotide diversity within

the inland annual ecotype than within the coastal

perennial ecotype (average p ratio = 1.26). A local p
ratio significantly larger or smaller than found across

the rest of the genome may be caused by recent selec-

tion that leads to reduced nucleotide diversity in one

group and not the other. Within all three inverted

genome regions, we found the p ratio of inland vs.

coastal diversity was significantly elevated above back-

ground levels, more so for chromosomes 5 and 8 than

for chromosome 10 (Fig. S4, Supporting information).

While the background diversity ratio was 1.26 genome-

wide, the diversity ratio was 1.47 across the chromo-

some 8 inversion, 1.31 in the chromosome 5 inversion

and 1.36 in the chromosome 10 inversion (t-tests,

P < 0.0001).

Identification of candidate genes for adaptive
divergence

Overall, the technique of sequencing DNA pools by

ecotype successfully reduced background levels of dif-

ferentiation allowing for identification of candidate

genomic regions associated with adaptive divergence.

For M. guttatus, average population pairwise FST has

been estimated to be ~0.48 (Lowry et al. 2008a), while

average genomewide FST between ecotype pools in this

study was 0.016 (for variable sites only). Not only was

genomewide differentiation very low between sequenc-

ing pools, there was little genomewide relationship

between allele frequency and differentiation (Fig. S2,

Supporting information; R2
CP = 0.17 and R2

IA = 0.16).

Fig. 3 G-statistic values across chromo-

somes 5 (A), 8 (B) and 10 (C). Shaded

regions denote genomic scaffolds that are

thought to be in inverted regions based

on QTL mapping studies. Some scaffolds

may be misordered in the current

genome assembly. [Colour figure can be

viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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This implies that the presence of differentiated regions

of the genome is not due to low-frequency variants that

are present in only a few geographically isolated popu-

lations within one ecotype.

We identified candidate genes for adaptive diver-

gence between the ecotypes, as those with either genic

or promoter regions that overlapped with the 1% most

differentiated windows for the G-statistic across the

genome (Fig. 5). The top windows for G across the gen-

ome (N = 1131 windows) contained 667 distinct candi-

date genes and/or their promoter regions. Twenty-four

per cent of these (N = 163) had both highly differenti-

ated genic and promoter regions. Twenty per cent of

the transcribed regions and 8% of the promoters were

also in the top or bottom 1% of p ratio outlier windows,

indicating they may have been affected by recent selec-

tive sweeps (Fig. 5). Forty-four per cent of the candidate

genes (N = 291) fell in the chromosomal inversion

regions on chromosome 5, 8 or 10 even though those

inverted regions contain only 7% of all genes in the

genome.

We determined the closest Arabidopsis sequence

match for each candidate gene and examined their

functional annotations (Table S2, Supporting informa-

tion). Transcribed regions and their promoters in outlier

G windows were not enriched for any biological func-

tions. However, many genes with putatively adaptive

functions were among the candidates (Fig. 6; Table S2,

Supporting information), including at least 16 salt stress

response genes, four gibberellic acid pathway genes,

and other genes involved in flowering, growth, devel-

opment and drought stress response (see Discussion).

Discussion

Overall, our study identified patterns of genomic diver-

gence between plant ecotypes through pool sequencing.

Our analysis found that coding regions are less diverse

and less differentiated between the ecotypes than non-

coding regions. We found that three previously identi-

fied chromosomal inversions were significantly more

differentiated between the ecotypes than the rest of the

genome, which may indicate they have been under

selection during their evolution. Further, inversions

were enriched for nonsynonymous mutations and con-

tained candidate genes that appear to have undergone

recent selective sweeps within ecotypes. We also identi-

fied a set of candidate genes for adaptive divergence in

Pi RatioG-statistic

37
480285

Inversion
genes

91

37254

1602

Fig. 5 Overlap of genes or their promoters identified in the top

1% of statistical outlier windows and in inversion regions on

chromosomes 5, 8 and 10. [Colour figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Fig. 4 The distribution of G-statistic window values inside and

outside the chromosomal inversion on chromosomes 5 (A), 8

(B) and 10 (C). [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlineli-

brary.com]
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development, flowering time, branching architecture

and salt tolerance divergence between the ecotypes.

Our results suggest that pooled ecotype sequencing has

great potential for adaptation outlier analyses and may

be especially beneficial in species where among popula-

tion structure is high.

Differentiation and divergence for chromosomal
inversions

As predicted, we found elevated allelic differentiation

(G) across the inverted region of chromosome 8, which

is known to play a role in adaptive divergence between

GA20OX2

AGL8-like

SOS1

(A)

(B)

(C)

Fig. 6 Divergence (G) and diversity ratio

window values near three candidate

genes. (A) The GA20OX2 gene region,

(B) the AGL8 gene region and (C) the

SOS1 gene region. Arrows indicate genic

regions, candidate gene in red. The dot-

ted lines represent the 1% outlier win-

dow cut-off value for each statistic.

[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyon-

linelibrary.com]
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the coastal and inland ecotypes. The elevated allelic

differentiation for the G-statistic in the chromosome 8

inverted regions is a nice validation of the pooled

ecotype sequencing approach. We also found elevated

differentiation for chromosome 5, but only marginally

so for the inversion on chromosome 10. The frequency

of the chromosome 5 and 10 inversions across Mimulus

guttatus populations is unknown. However, there is

evidence for the chromosome 5 inversion segregating in

at least two other mapping populations (Friedman &

Willis 2013; Garner et al. 2016). Friedman & Willis

(2013) mapped a QTL for vernalization sensitivity to the

chromosome 5 inversion within a perennial 9 perennial

cross, indicating this polymorphism may contain

adaptive variation. While elevated differentiation in

inverted regions might result simply from reduced

recombination alone (Nachman & Payseur 2012), there

is other evidence that recent selection events have con-

tributed to differentiation. Within ecotypes, Tajima’s D

on average was lower in genes in inverted regions 5

and 8, but not 10, supporting a role for positive selec-

tion in the former but not the latter. Genes in all inver-

sions were enriched for nonsynonymous SNPs, but only

the chromosome 10 inversion was enriched for strongly

deleterious mutations. Together, these results suggest

that the chromosome 5 inversion polymorphism (along

with the chromosome 8 inversion) might be important

for coast/inland adaptive divergence on a broad scale,

while the chromosome 10 inversion might be rare and/

or not consistently involved in adaptive divergence

between coastal perennial and inland annual ecotypes

across their geographic ranges. The chromosome 10

inversion may also be younger than the other two, not

having had time to spread to high frequency.

Genetic mechanisms of adaptive ecotype divergence

One of the major factors driving ecotype formation in

plants is differences in soil water availability across

habitats (Clausen 1951; Porter 1966; Andrew et al. 2013;

Lowry et al. 2014, 2015). Water availability directly

impacts plants because it is the primary limiting factor

for photosynthesis on Earth. Plants adapted to wetter

habitats typically have larger leaves, more branches and

greater overall size and flower later than plants from

drier habitats (Stebbins 1952; Clausen & Hiesey 1958;

Roux et al. 2006; Lowry 2012; Juenger 2013). These

common differences in morphology between wet- and

dry-adapted plant ecotypes are likely the result of a

trade-off between growth and the consequent demand

for water that results from that growth (Geber & Daw-

son 1990; Dudley 1996; Ackerly et al. 2000). While these

patterns are well established, very little is known about

the genetic basis of trade-offs in growth and

reproduction that underlie plant ecotype formation. The

divergence between coastal perennial and inland annual

ecotypes of M. guttatus clearly reflects the classic plant

trade-off in growth and reproduction (Hall & Willis

2006; Hall et al. 2006; Lowry et al. 2008b).

Our study identified multiple candidate genes that

could be involved in the divergence in development

between the ecotypes. Among overdifferentiated candi-

date genes and their promoters, 19% also had signifi-

cantly reduced nucleotide diversity in one ecotype

(Fig. 5), potentially indicating recent ecotype-specific

selective sweeps. There is particularly strong evidence

that some candidates are involved in adaptive diver-

gence because they colocalize (occur within the 2-LOD

drop confidence interval) with QTL identified in previ-

ous studies. Hall et al. (2006) originally identified QTL

for flower size and developmental traits on chromo-

somes 3, 4 and 8 in the first annual (IM62) x perennial

(DUN10) mapping experiment. The chromosome 3 QTL

colocalizes with the outlier candidate gene ent-kaurene

oxidase (KO; Migut.C00648), which is involved in gib-

berellic acid biosynthesis. The chromosome 4 QTL of

Hall et al. (2006) colocalizes with developmental candi-

date gene AGAMOUS-like 8 (AGL8, Migut.D01622;

Fig. 6B). The pleiotropic chromosome 11 QTL for flower

and leaf size colocalized with candidate gene auxin

response factor 8 (ARF8, Migut.K01158).

Chromosome 8 has two well-studied QTL (DIV1 and

DIV2) that both contribute to divergence in flower size,

vegetative traits (internode length/width, leaf size, etc.),

branching (stolon production), flowering time and criti-

cal photoperiod (Hall et al. 2006, 2010; Lowry & Willis

2010; Friedman & Willis 2013; Friedman 2014; Friedman

et al. 2015; Twyford & Friedman 2015). The DIV1 QTL

is the chromosomal inversion, which represents 2.1% of

the genome, but contains 21.9% of all candidate genes

identified in this study. Many of these outliers are likely

a by-product of reduced recombination in the inverted

region (Noor & Bennett 2009; Nachman & Payseur

2012; Cruickshank & Hahn 2014). However, allelic dif-

ferentiation (G) was far from uniformly elevated across

the chromosome 8 inversion (Fig. 3B). The inversion

contained many outliers that could be involved in

developmental differences between the ecotypes,

including genes involved in gibberellic acid biosynthe-

sis and signalling (GA20OX2, Migut.H00683, Fig. 5A;

GASA4, Migut.H00923), multiple auxin-related genes

(IAA8, Migut.H00298; VFB2, Migut.H00412; PGP19,

Migut.H00909; AAR3, Migut.H00929) and an R2R3-Myb

transcription factor involved in the brassinosteroid sig-

nalling pathway (MYB56, Migut.H00933). IAA8 had sig-

nificantly reduced Tajima’s D value in the coastal

populations (D = 0.43 inland vs. D = �1.39 coastal)

indicating it may have recently been under selection. A
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critical gene involved in abscisic acid biosynthesis

(ABA1; Migut.H00431) was also highly differentiated in

the chromosome 8 inversion, which could potentially be

involved in adaptation to wet vs. dry habitats. As the

inversion has been established to contribute to ecologi-

cal reproductive isolation in nature (Lowry & Willis

2010), these genes are candidates for both adaptation

and speciation.

The coastal perennial ecotype, when compared to the

inland annual ecotype, in many ways resembles the

dwarfing phenotype that results from gibberellin acid

(GA) gene mutations in cultivated plants (Peng et al.

1999; Sasaki et al. 2002). Further, addition of GA to

plants ‘rescues’ some of the phenotypic differences

between coastal perennial and inland annual ecotypes

of M. guttatus, especially differences in internode elon-

gation and growth architecture (D.B. Lowry, unpub-

lished). The GA biosynthetic gene gibberellin 20-oxidase

(GA20OX2, Migut.H00683; Fig. 3A), found within the

chromosome 8 inversion (DIV1), is a compelling candi-

date gene that causes dwarfing in rice (Sasaki et al.

2002; Spielmeyer et al. 2002). This candidate also had

highly reduced Tajima’s D in the coastal ecotype

(�1.22) vs. the inland ecotype (0.46), a potential indica-

tor of recent selective sweep at this locus. The other

chromosome 8 QTL (DIV2) had a G outlier peak in the

promoter of another important green revolution dwarf

gene, gibberellic acid insensitive (GAI, Migut.H02266),

which is involved in GA signalling (Peng et al. 1999).

The DIV1 and DIV2 QTL are responsible for much of

the morphological and life history divergence between

coastal and inland ecotypes and have recently been

shown to interact epistatically (Friedman 2014).

GA20OX and the DELLA genes, including GAI, are

known to regulate each other in a feedback loop (Fleet

& Sun 2005; Achard & Genschik 2009) and thus repre-

sent a hypothesis to explain the epistatic interaction of

DIV1 and DIV2.

The coastal headlands, cliffs and dunes of the world

are populated by salt-tolerant plants which have adapted

to oceanic salt spray and saline soils (Boyce 1954; Ahmad

& Wainwright 1976; Griffiths & Orians 2003; Busoms

et al. 2015). While salt tolerance is well established in

coastal plants, the physiological and genetic mechanisms

underlying the salt tolerance of coastal plants are poorly

understood. Both coastal and inland ecotypes of

M. guttatus take up soil Na+ ions into the shoot (which

could be a mechanism of osmotic adjustment) and expe-

rience nutrient deficiencies in shoot K+ under high-salt

conditions (Lowry et al. 2009). However, the coastal

ecotype has profoundly greater leaf tissue tolerance to

salt than the inland ecotype in both soil salinity and salt

spray experiments (Lowry et al. 2008a,b, 2009; Selby et al.

2014). These observations collectively suggest that ion

homoeostasis plays a key role in the evolution of salt

tolerance of the coastal ecotype. Thus, we hypothesized

that genes involved in salt tolerance through ion

homoeostasis were likely to be outliers in our analysis.

Indeed, many of the genes that are well established to be

involved in ion homoeostasis in other plants (or their

promoters) were in the top 1% most differentiated

regions of the genome, including SOS1 (Migut.E00570;

Fig. 5C), SOS3 (Migut.E01258), SnRK2 (Migut.H00468),

two orthologs of CBL10 (Migut.A00138, Migut.E01561)

and four orthologs of HKT1 (Migut.J00828,

Migut.L01905, Migut.L01906, Migut.L01907). SOS3,

CBL10 and SnRK2 are all involved in regulation of

responses to salt stress (Qiu et al. 2002; Kim et al. 2007;

Fujita et al. 2009). SOS1 and HKT1 are plant plasma

membrane Na+ transporters that play a critical role in

removal of sodium from plant cells and organs to pre-

vent damage and maintain homoeostasis (Deinlein et al.

2014). SOS1 had locally reduced diversity in coastal pool

compared with inland pool with the highest p ratio value

for the gene in the top 1.7% of ratio values genomewide

(Fig. 4C). HKT1 has been shown to contribute to salt tol-

erance variation in Arabidopsis thaliana (Rus et al. 2006),

and allelic variation in A. thaliana HKT1 is correlated

with proximity to the ocean (Baxter et al. 2010). Tajima’s

D was strongly reduced in the M. guttatus coastal eco-

type (�0.87) vs. the inland ecotype (0.78) for one of the

HKT1 homologs (Migut.J00828), a potential indicator of

recent selection at the locus.

The future of pooled ecotype sequencing

Pooled ecotype sequencing has multiple benefits for

identification of the loci involved in local adaptation.

Whole-genome sequencing of hundreds of lines is still

too expensive for most research programmes. Further,

genotyping using reduced representation libraries, such

as RAD, MSG and GBS, is likely to miss the vast major-

ity of outlier loci (Tiffin & Ross-Ibarra 2014; Hoban et al.

2016), especially in systems such as ours where linkage

disequilibrium extends for only short distances (Brand-

vain et al. 2014). Pool-seq allows for economical and

efficient whole-genome population genetics. However,

pool-seq of a small number of populations can be chal-

lenged by high levels of population structure. By pool-

ing at the ecotype level, studies such as ours can

identify outliers between groups, where structure can

be much lower than among populations. Pooled

ecotype sequencing can be aided if there are a priori

expectations of divergence for particular chromosomal

regions (e.g. inversions and QTL), which can be used as

a validation of the method.

Despite the great potential of pooled ecotype sequenc-

ing, there are also major caveats that should be taken into
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account. As with all genomic outlier studies, there are

many issues that can contribute to both false positive and

false negative results (Tiffin & Ross-Ibarra 2014; Hoban

et al. 2016). Further, pooled ecotype sequencing contains

hierarchical population structure, which could lead to

false positives if an island model is assumed for the two

ecotypes (Excoffier et al. 2009). While we did not assume

any model for establishing significance thresholds for

summary statistics (instead opting to use a top 1% thresh-

old), future research should attempt to develop better

methods for establishing significant thresholds for

pooled ecotype sequencing studies.

Conclusions

Overall, our study contributes to the mounting evidence

in Mimulus guttatus and other species (Dobzhansky

1970; Joron et al. 2011; Schwander et al. 2014; Thompson

& Jiggins 2014; K€upper et al. 2016; Lamichhaney et al.

2016) that chromosomal inversions play a key role in

the processes of adaptation and speciation. Ecotype

pool-seq allowed us to identify candidate genes for clas-

sic wet and dry habitat adaptations within inversions as

well as across the rest of the genome. In the near future,

we plan to combine these outlier results with gene

expression studies to identify a set of top candidate

genes for ecotype divergence. Ultimately, functional

molecular genetics will be required to understand the

underlying genetic mechanisms in the evolution of eco-

types. With the recent discovery of new genome editing

methods (Doudna & Charpentier 2014), there are now

excellent ways forward to test gene function.
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